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Appendix M
Specific Actions to Improve Satisfaction with
Downtown Revitalization
36. Could you please tell us specific actions the Town could take to make you more
satisfied with downtown revitalization?
More cultural center movements
Accelerate tunnel under tracks
No traffic circles should be put in downtown
Needs to do more in downtown
Better spending of money, electronic traffic signs are an example of bad
spending of the taxpayers money
Downtown there is basically nothing; great things throughout Cary; waste of
money to try to update downtown area
More parking is needed downtown
Nicer attractions to draw people in for shopping
Need to speed up processes of fixing up downtown
Really unprepared for growth in the downtown area; don’t put in metal benches
to sit on; more high density things downtown to draw people in; need a
larger post office and more workers to assist customers
Nothing really is being done downtown to make it interesting or to draw people
in
If you want an old town, don’t add new developments
Haven’t noticed much happening
Haven’t really noticed a change
Very slow; haven’t noticed much of a change
Would love to see more done; would be wonderful; lived here almost 10 years
and haven’t noticed much of a difference
Nothing is really happening; knows there are plans, but sees no change
Need to keep its old charm; not change it, just keep it up
Hurry up and get done; eliminate business tax for the business owners until
work is done
It’s a slow process; need to move quicker
Don’t neglect the current downtown businesses; no forcing them out of business
General cleanup of traffic
Leave it as it is and save money
More attention to downtown
Not currently seeing anything being done downtown; will be really good once all
of the above is done
It’s a waste
This will be good in the future but fix other projects first
Waste of money overall; no need to put money toward this
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Downtown is fine the way it is
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